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Disclaimer:

The accuracy and completeness of information provided herein and opinions stated herein are not 
guaranteed or warranted to produce any particular results, and the advice and strategies, contained 
herein may not be suitable for every individual. The author and TheVillagesFloridaBook.com shall 
not be liable for any loss incurred as a consequence of the use and application, directly or indirectly, 
of any information presented in this work. 

This publication is designed to provide general information in regard to the subject matter covered. 
The author and TheVillagesFloridaBook.com are not engaged in rendering legal, accounting, or 
other professional services. If legal advice or expert assistance is required, the services of a 
competent professional should be sought.

No part of this book may be reproduced or transferred in any form or by any means, graphic, 
electronic, or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, taping, or by any information storage 
retrieval system, without the written permission of the author.



Location, location, location --- Noise
This one is often forgotten until too late --- be aware!  I guess everyone thinks about this issue a bit, but 
possibly not enough.  Don’t get caught by neglecting this and then have to live with your decision for years 
to come.  Everyone can understand the traffic noise if you decide to buy next to a busy road (don’t forget the 
substantial traffic pick up during the peak winter months).  If you buy a home with a neighbor backing 
directly up to you, you may have considered the possible disruption when sitting out on your Lanai.  Some 
neighbors are better or worse than others --- one thing you can’t be sure of is what type of neighbor you’ll 
have, not just now, but as/if the home changes hands over the years.

What are other sources of noise?  Are you familiar with the railroad noises that pervade the west side of The 
Villages?  The north-south route paralleling highway 301 is one of a couple of major Florida freight routes.  
Some people say this doesn’t bother them, and of course it is sporadic.  Be aware that depending on the 
prevailing winds on any given day you will notice this noise to a greater or lesser extent.  Another big one 
has to do with the Pickleball courts.  The pinging noises can start very early in the morning and continue all 
day.  Don’t assume that you will always be able to stay inside and avoid these and other noises.  Our homes 
aren’t perfect in terms of blocking sounds, especially the windows.  If your choice of lot/home is close to a 
rec center you may want to be sure you can adequately account for the noise distraction coming from the 
Pickleball courts.

I bet you never considered music to be a detractor?  In The Villages we love our music.  It’s even better if 
we can enjoy it while sitting outside.  Besides a neighbor who likes to play it (music or TV) loud on the 
Lanai, I’m sure you already know about the Town Squares.  But, don’t forget that some of the restaurants 
and country clubs have outdoor patio areas and bring in loud bands to boost drink sales.  Some of the 
Country Clubs in particular have been very aggressive and less respectful of neighbor’s rights then some 
would like.  And, the patrons who love the music often encourage the lease holders to bring in more and 
more music.  As the population demographic gets younger, a lot of the requested music falls into the rock 
and roll category ---- of course this must be played loud to be enjoyable!  Some might say they didn’t come 
to The Villages to stay at home, or they may think that hearing music on their Lanai is kind of neat, but just 
be aware that as time goes on you may come to value your privacy and/or the ability to hear what you want 
to hear, when you want to hear it.



Type and size of home?
You’ve probably heard people say that the average home buyer moves three of four times during their 
tenure here.  In some cases this has been fairly easy to do due to the tremendous growth, continued strong 
demand, and the relative stability of home prices.  People move for a variety of reasons, here’s a few:
• When first coming to The Villages there may be a desire to downsize.  However, later they may find that 

they downsized too far.  They may find that there just isn’t enough room, the garage is too small, there’s 
no room to entertain, it’s hard to accommodate guests, or they need more space between the neighbors.  
These folks often change homes to get something larger.

• They decided to buy a large home because they had cash out of their prior home sale, they wanted to 
have room to entertain, they wanted to have plenty of space for the grandkids, or some won’t admit it but 
they wanted the prestige of a larger home.  Then, once they maintained this large home for a while, or 
their health fails, or the grandkids stop visiting as often they decide to move to something smaller. 

• Many of their neighbors aged and reduced their social engagement and they move to be part of a younger, 
more active demographic.  Or, it could be that for whatever reasons don’t like some of their neighbors.  
Sometimes people issues force a move.

• They worry about their home value in an aging neighborhood and want to sell before it’s too late.  I think 
this reason is a little bit of a hand-me-down from past moves in past housing markets.  But, it still goes on.

• They made a mistake and chose the wrong location, house plan, etc.  This one happens more often than 
you would expect.  This one can be minimized by thinking through as many issues as possible before 
buying.  The more thorough you are in your decision making the better chance you’ll have in making the 
right decision the first time.

What’s the answer?  It would be worthwhile to get out a piece of paper and create a list into must have and 
nice-to-have columns.  Also list the constraints and issues possibly preventing you from satisfying all of the 
musts and wants.  It may be more than just money or first cost.  If you buy something that is more affordable 
but then later you spend lots of money trying to alter it to suit your true needs and wants, or if you have to 
suffer through a sale/move so you can undo your past mistake, then ultimately the lack of thoughtful 
decision making will cost you more than you saved initially.  The pencil and paper exercise needs to have 
more than just three things in a list --- a full page of factors shouldn’t be considered unusual.  Those that are 
so inclined can use a spreadsheet and actually use a weighted number decision making approach.  If this 



approach doesn’t fit with your personality type or abilities, think about soliciting the help of a family member 
or close friend to facilitate the exercise.  Don’t be too proud and not ask for help, the decision making 
process is just too important.

Do you want to live on a golf course?
Have you lived on a golf course before?  If so you may already know a lot of the following considerations.  
The view is what generally attracts people to golf course lots.  In addition to the view you also can gain a 
measure of privacy that is scarce in the concentrated, dense layout of The Villages.  You pay a substantial 
premium for these lots (there’s actually quite a range of values).  Here are some things to think about:
• Do you want to live on a tee box or next to a green?  Talk about lively conversation, sometimes colorful.  If 

you have your outdoor lanai or birdcage area very close to the tee box or greens you’re likely to hear lots 
of chatter, golf cart noises, and grounds maintenance noises.  You might even want to think about the fact 
that the grounds keepers often cut the grass in the order the golfers will start teeing off in the morning.  #1 
will be cut before #2, and so forth.  The noise can start quite early.

• If the fairway is narrow and the homes are fairly close to the fairway, be cautious of living anywhere in 
range of the shots off of the tee.  Normally the worst location is 200 yards from the men’s tees on the right 
side of the fairway.  This is where the balls from the slicers go.  But, with our senior golfers in The Villages 
this could be really anywhere from 150 yards on, either side (pulls and hooks go left).  You may want to 
drive the course in your cart and simply think about what kind of shots you’ll be exposed to from the less 
than perfect golfers.  If you do decide to purchase one of these lots you’ll get lots of free golf balls, but 
you’ll also have golfers coming into your yard, you may have a few broken windows and damaged roof 
shingles, and if you put up a birdcage you’ll have to op for the heavy duty screening.

•  Watch out for cart paths.  If you back directly up to a cart path the traffic can be noisy and privacy 
invasive.

• Watch for the restrooms, maintenance buildings, pump houses, etc.  These can turn out to be odor 
sources and traffic distractions.

• Don’t assume that all golf course grounds upkeep is equal.  On a lot of our courses there are buffer areas 
that are actually non-golf course property.  These “CDD” areas are maintained to different standards than 
the golf course fairway and rough areas.

• Sprinklers, fertilizer, herbicides, etc can often be carried by the wind and end up in your face on the Lanai.



Some of the views are great in The Villages, especially the elevated ones.  Just realize that for every perfect 
lot there are many others that are compromised in one way or the other, choose carefully.

Home arrangement on the lot and 
setbacks
There are quite a few people who fail to adequately consider the lot size and/or how the home chosen will 
be oriented on the lot relative to setback and easement restrictions.  Even though you may feel that you 
don’t want to add onto the home, add a birdcage, etc, many people are still disappointed when they later 
pursue such a project but can’t proceed due to setbacks.  For example, an interior lot and home may be 
arranged so that there is only ten feet from the back of the Lanai to the property line.  You can’t build any 
permanent structure in this ten foot zone, so even someone who wanted to add on a small birdcage can’t do 
so. 

Think about accessibility to town 
squares, shopping, etc.
Beyond considerations about the size and type of home, and negative surrounding noise, traffic, etc one 
needs to think about how easy it will be to travel to the town squares, grocery shopping, banking, etc.  Some 
neighborhoods may have conveniently located recreation centers, pools, and mail stations because these 
are available in every neighborhood.  But, you may find it quite a trek to drive your golf cart to the grocery 
store.  Some locations are even remote to major streets.  It’s something to think about.



Surely we can get some minor changes 
made to our new home during 
construction?
The story plays out over and over again --- the buyer wants to get an extra electrical outlet added 
somewhere, get a rough-in for a future summer kitchen addition, wants to add some extra lights in the 
garage, etc. etc.  The Villages has decided that it can’t, or doesn’t want to manage, change orders of this 
type.  Therefore, you’re left with making changes after the closing, often at great difficulty.  Some stories are 
told about little side deals between buyers and subs on the job site, but often the subs are chastised by The 
Villages if they find out this is occurring.  It’s frustrating, but you have to understand that the homebuilding 
monopoly operates like production home builders elsewhere --- take it or leave it.

CMU-Concrete/Stucco or Frame/
Siding?
One of the first decisions you’ll make beyond location, floor plan, etc is whether to purchase a CMU 
(concrete masonry) stucco exterior home or a conventional frame/siding home.  Note that a few homes and 
Villas are now being constructed utilizing formed-in-place concrete walls instead of block.  There is a price 
premium for stucco homes.  Some people choose not to pay the premium, like the looks of siding (a couple 
of choices other than vinyl are being offered), feel the frame home may be better insulated, or don’t worry 
about whether storm damage could be greater with a frame home --- or simply don’t care since the home is 
insured.  So, go ahead and make your choice for one or the other based on your feelings about the 
differences. 



Home orientation, facing north, south, 
east, west?
Many people fail to consider the orientation of their homes relative to how they intend to use the outdoor 
areas.  Do you plan to spend a lot of time on the Lanai, or birdcage area?  Some seasonal residents prefer 
to have the back of their house face south, or maybe west, so they can use their outdoor areas to a greater 
extent during the cooler winter months.  Other full time residents may want their primary use outdoor areas 
facing north, or possibly east, so they are able to find some shade during the heat of the day and/or enjoy 
the morning sun.  

How much should I budget for projects 
after the closing?
I know some people that bought their new home with the expectation that they would spend very little after 
moving in, with the exception of maybe window treatments.  After all, they have a bright and fresh new 
home, the yard and landscaping is complete, so all they have to do is unpack and hit the golf course or 
Pickleball courts.  A few people have their home expectations calibrated to this level, or they don’t feel the 
need to spend more money to alter or personalize their home.  After all, some feel they just need a place to 
sleep --- all the fun is outside of the home.  However, there are more people that fail to properly plan for the 
personalization and customization that follows.  The reasons vary, but often they find things they don’t like in 
their homes once they move in and feel the need to complete lots of follow-on projects.  Believe it or not, the 
post-closing projects could cost a minimum of $5,000 all the way up to $150,000!  OK, maybe the high end 
is reserved for building additions, pools, etc for premium homes, but believe it or not, it adds up.

Here’s some projects that many people complete after closing, some may even be classified as necessities:
• installing all types of different flooring, countertops, cabinets, or appliances in the house (upgrade or 

simply alter color or materials)



• interior painting
• additional or custom landscaping
• increase the usability of the closets by adding more shelving and clothes hanging hardware, or going the 

deluxe route with closet organizers
• changing out the kitchen faucet or other plumbing fixtures
• changing out major appliances
• installing under, and over cabinet lighting
• changing out one or more of the builder provided light fixtures and possibly including installing pendants in 

the kitchen/breakfast nook area
• installing pavers or a decorative driveway stain or coating
• installing sliders or windows for the Lanai
• installing tile or a decorative coating for the Lanai floor
• installing solar tubes or skylights
• installing powered roof ventilators or reflective solar foil
• installing fold-down garage storage stairs
• coating the garage floor with an epoxy/urethane system
• installing cabinets, benches, storage devices, supplemental lighting and/or fans, etc in the Garage
• pools, spas, birdcage projects, summer kitchens, etc
• whole-house sound systems
• different ceiling fans
• crown molding, chair rails, box outs, wainscoting, etc
• backsplash and/or under counter tile
• drip irrigation
• central yard fertilization systems
• water treatment systems
• whole-house fans
• major house additions including an extra bathroom (don’t know why The Villages only provides most 

homes with only 2 bathrooms instead of at least 2 ½?)
• front door sliding screens
• landscape lighting
• security systems
• wireless router Internet capability



• satellite TV arrangements (unless you like the offerings from Comcast)
• upgraded and durable outdoor furniture (watch out for mildew removal difficult furniture, it will form in this 

climate)
• miscellaneous electrical projects like relocating the dining room light chandelier -- never is exactly in the 

right location for your furniture
• extra storage pull-outs and racks for the kitchen
• home office provisions
• special custom cabinet-work, an example being an entertainment center cabinet fit with your family room 

arrangement
• central vacuum systems
• etc, etc, etc

You can see how this could easily add up.  And, you may want new furniture also!  I’m not sure some people 
shouldn’t budget 50% of their new home cost.  Re-sales may be less burdensome if the previous 
homeowner already completed a number of these projects to your liking.  If so you get to benefit since the 
original owners seldom are able to recoup the cost of all of the improvements.

Add summer kitchens, spas, pools, etc 
to your home purchase, or add later? 
It might be attractive to “one–stop-shop” for all of the features you desire as part of The Villages contract, 
but be aware that you might be better off handling it yourself.  If you contract after closing you may save 
some money and you may get to influence what you get for your money.  But, having said that, contracting 
for anything other than the most basic project, say a simple birdcage area, can be much more difficult that 
you can first imagine.  There are limited choices for pools and spas, and summer kitchen design options 
often lack vision.  You can get really nice projects completed, but these will be directly related to your own 
ability to do the work necessary to visualize, communicate, and negotiate with the few (truly qualified) 
contractors able to perform the work.



Want a home with an upgraded 
interior? -- buy a basic home without 
the optional contract upgrades, or 
simply upgrade through The Villages 
at the time of purchase?
This one can go either way.  First, you may not like the upgrade options offered by The Villages, and you will 
find that you can’t do anything to change the situation.  Or, if you are able to actually ferret out the actual 
cost of these upgrades you may find that you can actually remove/replace the carpet, tile, cabinets, 
appliances, countertops, etc. for not much of a cost penalty after the closing.  Note with appliances you may 
be able to do some change-outs/upgrades prior to actually using the appliances.  So, some people actually 
like the upgrade options offered by The Villages, don’t want the mess and inconvenience of the project(s) 
after purchase, or are just fearful of managing all of the post-closing coordination and contractor hassles.  
Others know what they want and jump into the alteration projects with energy and tenacity after the closing, 
or over time.

The “$30,000 Project”
Some people explore all sorts of building addition projects after the closing.  It’s strange, but it seems like 
every construction project you get bids on comes back with a price of $30,000.  Not really, but you will be 
surprised by how much it does cost to add a small room addition, summer kitchen, bathroom, etc.  It defies 
logic; you paid maybe $125 to $150 a square foot for you home so why does a simple building addition price 
out at multiples of this new home unit cost.  Sometimes the bids are valid, other times they may reflect the 



ability (or inability) of a given contractor to properly engineer and estimate your job.  Pick your contractors 
carefully; there is quite a range of professionalism across the contractor network.  Lots of questions and 
discussions with friends and neighbors, checking out referrals, etc. will be necessary less you pay more 
than you should.

Your project will be completed in 60 
days (or maybe 90 days) – don’t bet on 
it!
Here’s another difficulty in dealing with contractors.  They never seem to complete a project when they say 
they will.  The way it often works is it takes longer than it should to get a bid, and then it takes at least 30 
days to get the building permit and ARC (Architectural Review Committee) approvals.  After the approvals 
they may in fact move onto the job and start a little work.  Then they seem to disappear for days on end.  
The saga will continue and 6 months later you are finally reaching the end (believe it or not there are some 
reports of projects taking a year!).  Often contractors overcommit and under deliver as they spread their 
resources around multiple jobs.  Many do little work themselves so they are always at the mercy of other 
subcontractors who are also spreading themselves too thin.  Just be prepared for this situation to play out if 
you decide to tackle a project.  If you actually get your job completed in 60 to 90 days consider yourself to 
be very lucky.  Note, these comments are for building projects, larger outside projects, custom work, etc.  A 
smaller, simpler job like a straightforward landscaping job, on occasion, can be fast tracked.

Why no gutters around the house?
You may find gutters only on the front of the house, why is this?  Gutters and downspouts are popular and 
often considered necessary on the homes where basements are prevalent further north (frost footings in 
cold climates often yield low cost basement adds).  You don’t water moving towards the foundation and/or 
overloading the perimeter drainage system surrounding your home’s footings.  In Florida the homes are 



slab-on-grade, and as long as the yard/plant beds are graded to carry water away from the house you 
should be fine.  Also, the soil is fairly sandy and well drained.  Finally, the water can be beneficial to your 
perimeter plantings.  So, install gutters if you like, they are very reasonable and there are a number of 
competent contractors.  Keep in mind that if you want to one day add a birdcage onto your home a “super 
gutter” will be part of the installation, so if you decide to add gutters, you may want to hold off for the areas 
where you intend to add the birdcage.

Why no Angie’s List?
For those of you not familiar with Angie’s List it is a “Consumer Reports” of local contractors and service 
providers.  It started as a simple basic subscriber funded (no ads) printed booklet that came out monthly.  
Now it has gone web based.  Unfortunately, in The Villages we must depend primarily on word of mouth, 
blogs, and Seniors vs Crime, etc.  We need something better, but for now, definitely check out Seniors vs 
Crime, get multiple references, check out other jobs performed by the same contractor, etc.  And, definitely 
don’t give any contractor money up front.  On some large projects progress payments may make sense.  If 
you’re not absolutely sure about this contractor and/or the job is substantial, you should require lien waivers 
to make sure the contractor is paying his subs and suppliers.  Be careful!

Home Office --- do I need one?
Just an idea here; lots of folks take one of the bedrooms and turn it into a multi-function room and/or office.  
Ever notice how disorganized some of these can look.  And, when you have guests you have to make some 
compromises to arrange the room into a bedroom.  Maybe you like the large desk with computer, letter 
trays, etc, or have always had one in the past.  Maybe you feel it is more important to have a space for you 
and not your infrequent visitors?  Maybe you even increase the functionality of this room with a TV and it 
becomes a family room?  

Here’s an opposite approach.  Toss out your past opinions about the need for a separate office.  Get one or 
two laptops, iPads, iPhones, etc.  as your primary computer tool.  Pay your bills on-line or use direct debit 
approaches.  If you streamline these routine tasks ask yourself how much office space do really need.  



Install a wireless router and do your computer oriented work anywhere in the house or on the Lanai.  Why 
stick to old habits and sequester yourself into a room, enjoy your time in Florida by enjoying the bright and 
airy Lanai space, your breakfast nook, or some other non-traditional office area.  Stash your filing cabinet 
into a closet somewhere for your paper records.  With the growth of electronic billing and record keeping 
you may find you need very little files pace after all..

Do you want a pool and/or spa?
Coming to Florida to many means you have to have a pool.  OK, it may be neat, but be sure to fully weigh 
all of the operating, utility, and maintenance factors first.  And, be honest in your assessment of how much 
you will use it.  Even if you want it for the grandkids, keep in mind that there are plenty of rec center and 
country club pools close by.  It won’t be unusual to tie up $30-$50k on a pool and birdcage.   The areas for a 
pool are generally too small for diving and lap swimming, so it really turns out to be a place to jump in, 
splash around, maybe float around, and cool off in the summer.  Maybe a spa might could offer a little of the 
same benefits but could also offer some therapeutic massage benefits as well?  A pool does offer an 
aesthetic benefit, especially with an integral water feature.  But, you may want to consider Lanai/Birdcage 
landscape and fountain options as an alternative.  The suggestion here is to consider a range of options 
beyond the classical ones.

Note that pools can often hurt rather than help a re-sale.  It may be hard to recoup the investment, 
assuming resale is a consideration.  

Having said all of this, if you want a pool, love what it does to complete your home, and can afford the 
ongoing maintenance and operation, by all means get one.  After all, you only get to enjoy your retirement 
once!

White walls – don’t fight it, just plan 
on painting



Let’s face it; the homes in The Villages are pretty basic and offer little in the way of personality.  Sorry, they 
just aren’t architectural masterpieces.  In many cases they’re downright boring.  

Just accept that the fact that you have to personalize your home to some extent.  The only exceptions are 
the part-time homeowners that are seasonal residents where their personalization satisfaction quotient has 
been satisfied at their permanent home somewhere else.  Or, maybe one spouse is dead set against it and 
overrules the other.  A better approach is to just end the debate, just accept that the home will look better 
with some soft colors, accent walls, etc.  Get some professional advice first and/or get ideas from lots of 
your neighbors.  Paint anytime, but obviously a good way to go is after the closing and before you move in 
and hang the pictures on the wall.

Crown Molding
In most cases all homes in The Villages will look better with crown molding.  Use something like 5 ¼ inch for 
8 foot ceilings and 6 to 71/4 inch sizes (or double arrangements) where you have 10 foot ceilings.  There 
are lots of subtle differences when considering MDF or Wood, the style of the molding, whether the joints 
are coped, glued, caulked only, etc.  In general, avoid the hurry up/get it done contractors.  Get multiple 
bids, referrals, etc.  This is another project that is best if performed before you move in, possibly in 
conjunction with the painting project.

Plantation shutters or blinds?
I know it’s tough to make a costly decision like choosing Plantation Shutters early.  You want to move in and 
your windows need to be covered.  Just don’t assume that since blinds can perform the job that you’ll be 
happy with them.  In our stucco homes the windows are really not that attractive.  There’s an aluminum 
window placed in an opening without any face trim.  They just don’t look finished.  You can add wood trim, 
but why not just add the plantation shutters once and be finished.  They’ve got good light control 
characteristics also.  Get ideas first; don’t jump in with 16one approach or the other without thinking it 
through.  Be careful of quality with your choices, all plantation shutters and/or blinds are not created equal.



Landscaping upgrades --- surely this 
one is simple, right?
This one can be frustrating.  For one you think that since you’ve moved to Florida you can now enjoy 
tropical plants in your yard --- but wait, we get below freezing weather that wreaks havoc on a number of 
popular tropical choices; Queen and Robellini Palms for example often end up being damaged by below 
freezing temperatures.  Why plant these then?  Customers like them, the landscape nurseries push them at 
popular prices, or possibly it just a case of poor professionalism on the part of the landscape contractors?  
Now, add in all of the restrictions on water and you now have limitations based on both cold hardiness and 
drought resistance.  The Villages is doing a good job of providing some basic drought resistance/cold hardy 
landscaping with the homes.  But, the look may be a bit repetitive and boring.  Some people leave the yard 
alone, others upgrade substantially.  Just be careful and do your research before proceeding.

Landscaping - considerations in 
picking a landscape contractor
I believe that price often dictates the choices most people make relative to choosing a landscaping service.  
This approach can work, or not, based on a number of factors; unfortunately one of these is luck.  There are 
both reputable and definitely “fly-by-night” contractors operating in the landscaping business.  Some don’t 
even operate out of a pickup truck but out of the trunk of an old beater car.  One of the big deficiencies you 
may run up against is the lack of design capability.   You may want to shop around for someone you can 
work with to provide you a design for a separate price, including a bill of material and site planting plan.  You 
can then bid this plan out to multiple contractors, often at substantial savings.  There is a shortage of 
landscape architects in the yellow pages so you may have to search to locate this type of service.  Often the 
best design services from nurseries and contractors also come with the highest price tags for a complete 
package.  They often force you to contract with them for the services if they prepare the plan.  A fair price for 
a good plan may only be $200, but you may be paying literally thousands of dollars more for a project by 



going with the nursery/landscaper that prepared your favorite plan.  If you could separate the two things you 
might come out ahead.  You might even want to self-perform some of the work by planting certain plants 
and shrubs yourself later.

Landscaping --- pine straw, mulch, or 
rock?  What about concrete curbing or 
edging?
The grasses used in our area have a tendency to develop runners, unlike some of the northern varieties you 
may be familiar with.  To help control these from encroaching into your plant beds some sort of edging or 
curbing may be required, unless you chose to control by hand weeding and/or Roundup spraying on a 
regular basis.  Edging and curbing, or decorative approaches like Hacienda block, flagstone, stone, etc. can 
also provide attractive definition between the grass and the beds.  Nothing is perfect though and some 
approaches will facilitate easier mowing and edging.  Don’t just assume that your landscape maintenance 
contractor will be able to keep your yard looking great based on a bad edging approach.  

Now, what about mulch?  The pine straw used by The Villages is environmentally friendly and easy on the 
plants, but it will require renewal at least twice annually and isn’t perfect in controlling weeds.  Various forms 
of mulch can look pretty good, and aren’t hard on the plants, but be aware that in heavy rains the bark or 
mulch can literally float out of the beds into the yard.  Also, periodic renewal will still be necessary.  Rock 
with weed-mats underneath can and should be the lowest maintenance option over the long run.  The heat 
and moisture absorption might be harder on the plants, but as you will notice around The Villages plant life 
seems to thrive in these beds without much trouble.  First cost will be higher for rock, and as time goes on 
weeds will start growing as organic materials starts to collect on top of the weed-mat.  There’s no one 
answer, just understand the differences and understand that no solution is perfect.



Cut the grass on the same day each 
week in your neighborhood?
Nothing is more distracting when sitting on your Lanai then loud noises coming from a lawn care service 
working in your neighbor’s yard.  An idea some streets have latched onto is working at getting one or two 
primary lawn care services to perform their work on multiple homes all on the same day.  Often the 
attractiveness of moving from one home to the other down the street will provide a strong incentive for 
competitive pricing.  The best time to get this going is when the street is new because once homeowners go 
their own way it will be nearly impossible to get individuals to change their favorite lawn care service habits.  
It won’t be perfect, some homeowners will prefer to do their own, and if the service quality wanes without 
correction, the idea can fall apart.  This will only be successful is someone takes the lead.

Landscaping – Save money and 
increase the health of foundation 
shrubs and plants – drip irrigation
Not sure why The Villages continues to have the irrigation contractors install the raised pipe spray heads in 
the shrub areas around your house.  They waste water, can stain the walls of the house, blow mist onto the 
windows, etc.  A better way to go is to have a dedicated drip system.  It will require a filtered supply, but this 
is an easy conversion, especially if you combine it with a landscaping project.  There is a little maintenance 
required to keep the filter clean, the small orifices in the drip stakes can become clogged over time.  Note 
that you can easily add on more plants, even planters and pots.  It’s really nice to not have to worry about 
your plants during the hot summer months.  There is no restriction on the frequency of the drip zone 
operation  because this approach saves water compared to the raised heads.



Covenants and Restrictions – Love ‘em 
or hate ‘em
There appear to be two schools of thought relative to the covenants and restrictions in The Villages.  Some 
folks prefer strict rules and strict enforcement so as to keep uniform standards of appearance, order, 
cleanliness, and maintenance.  Others just can’t understand what the big deal is with storage buildings, 
lawn ornaments, house paint colors, etc.  It seems to infringe on their free will.  The simple fact is you are 
choosing to buy a home in a development with strict covenants and restrictions.  They are actually much 
looser than many communities, so they shouldn’t be too overbearing.  North side areas don’t have exactly 
the same rules as the newer neighborhoods because the Developer learned along the way that a tightening 
of the rules was needed.  Note that enforcement has been spotty until recently when new procedures were 
developed to levy fines on chronic offenders.  There’s also a tip line to let folks “tattle on their neighbors”.

Architectural Review Committee 
approval of landscaping and building 
projects - required or not?
Some people may or may not know there is a committee that is chartered with approving any changes to 
the exterior of your home, including landscaping plans.  The way is works is a request form is prepared 
along with a sketch or plan.  It is submitted and an approval/denial comes back, most often with minor 
suggestions or requirement for changes.  Some contractors are better than others about forcing this 
procedure to be followed.  Others ignore it and don’t even mention it to the homeowners.  Can you make 
changes without getting approval?  The short answer is yes --- but you are taking a risk.  If you make 
changes that are out of compliance you run the risk of someone complaining/reporting you to the 
committee.  If the revisions you’ve made are out of line you could find yourself in the middle of an appeal, 



letter writing exercise, legal action, or non-compliance negotiations with the “powers that be”.  It really pays 
to understand what is and isn’t acceptable so that if you even do a small project yourself you stay within the 
rules even if someone reports you later.  The guidelines are all purposeful and well intentioned.  They are 
focused on consistent appearances and/or environmentally responsible practices.

What about lightning protection?  Is it 
the same as “surge” protection?
We get a lot of lightning in our area.  You need to be aware of this severe weather reality as contrasted from 
where you last lived.  If lightning strikes your home it could very easily catch on fire and burn.  We have 
great fire departments with single digit response times.  However, if you want to help protect your house 
from a severe lighting strike there is really only one way to go, you need to install a LPS (lighting protection 
system) made up of properly engineered lightning rods and properly sized cables/ground rods.  Watch out 
for “fly-by-night” contractors.  There are only a few that are properly qualified.  Will you get a break on your 
homeowners insurance?  Probably not much if any of a break is provided.  It is really just another form of 
insurance you’ll have to decide if you want or not.

Surge protection is something different.  This protection is aimed at electrical appliances that could be 
exposed to high voltages coming in on the utility service entrance cables.  What happens is that an 
overhead line is struck by lightning somewhere upstream of your home and a voltage surge goes through 
the local transformers and distribution network.  Utilities “bleed off” the largest portion of these high energy 
lightning strikes, but sometimes a voltage spike less than the “bleed-off” threshold can get through and 
damage sensitive electronic devices in your home.  The best protection is a combination of a whole-house 
surge protection installed on the utility company meter base or at your service entrance breaker panel (wire 
length is important) plus secondarily individual plug-in surge protection devices at your TV’s, computers, 
stereos, etc.  If you use an electrical contractor shop around and ask some leading questions.  Another 
simple and good option is to work with the utility company.  They have lease or buy options at a reasonable 
prices.



Utilities and Energy Cost
Our utilities charge competitive rates, but on a per unit basis they aren’t a bargain.  Many people are 
surprised though at how low their utility bills are compared to their previous home.  This can often be 
explained by the fact that your home is smaller now and/or due to our moderate climate.  The energy used 
to heat and cool your home is a function of the average temperature in your home compared to the average 
temperatures outside.  The less the average differences over time the lower the utility bill.  There are some 
nice times of the year here where you can open up the house and enjoy the outdoor conditions inside 
without needed to run the furnace/AC.

Our homes aren’t super insulated, especially the walls and windows.  But, our homes meet normal building 
codes and are “OK based on need.  You probably won’t get a payback on your investment by spending lots 
of money on additional energy saving projects.  Obviously controlling the temperature, limiting the amount of 
hot water used, using energy efficient lighting, turning off appliances when not needed, etc. will all help.

By the way, solar heating of pools and spas probably makes a lot of sense, especially when supplementing 
costly electrical resistance heating approaches, but photovoltaic electricity generation doesn’t make that 
much sense in our area due to the lack of adequate government and utility incentives.  The regulatory 
climate compared to the cost equation just doesn’t make sense yet.  Maybe someday it will?

Garbage - recycle or not?
Many people come to The Villages from areas where landfills are/were nearly full, a good recycling 
infrastructure was in place, and government/political mandates were requiring or actively promoting 
recycling.  You may be one of the folks who passionately wants to do anything they can to help the 
environment.  Therefore, recycling is absolutely something you want to do.  What’s the situation in The 
Villages?  

Several years ago vocal residents encouraged The Villages to get a recycling program started.  Our 
garbage collection is contracted by The Developer to a private company in a sort of open-book negotiated 



arrangement.  A program was started in earnest with one truck collecting recyclable waste.  What is and 
isn’t recyclable is covered in a guide in The Villages phonebook.  Today there are several trucks operating 
throughout The Villages.  Absolutely clear bags must be used, not opaque or white, and this “single stream” 
waste is picked up one day a week.  The recyclable waste is transported to a waste segregation/recycling 
center in Orlando.  The regular waste is transported by truck all the way to a landfill in Georgia!  The 
Villages/waste contractor pays separate tonnage fees for general waste and another rate for the recyclable 
waste.  They aren’t paid for the recyclable waste, but they are charged a lesser amount for that waste 
stream which is an overall benefit to The Villages/homeowners.  How much of a cost break this is depends 
on the offset costs involved in running separate truck routes for the recyclables.  

Certain waste products, like aluminum cans, are very high value.  Other products are lower value, and in 
some cases shouldn’t even be included in the recyclables.  Not all plastics for example are the same; in fact 
it’s pretty confusing.  Those of you wanting to do a thorough job of recycling  need to ask questions, study 
the charts, and try to be diligent. 

Overall our waste collection system in The Villages is a good one.  We are not limited by the amount we put 
out, within reason; we have the ability to call for free pickup of large appliances and furniture; we have a 
yard waste day (generally requires the paper bags sold at the hardware/grocery/home improvement stores); 
and we have the recyclables option.  There’s also a local hazardous waste drop-off option for Lake and 
Marion counties.  On the negative side though, Sumter County only has one “amnesty” day a year where 
you can bring in hazardous waste.  This is a situation that needs to be improved.  What if you don’t chose to 
store hazardous waste for a year at a time and/or you aren’t able to schedule a drive down to Wildwood on 
this designated date?

The Villages and the “Government”
Be sure to take advantage of the various informational sessions that explain the somewhat complex 
government arrangement in place in The Villages.  The Community Development District approach can be a 
bit convoluted, but all in all it’s a good system that should serve us well in the years ahead.  It is a bit hard 
though to understand where the Developer leaves off and the CDD and County governments pick up.



Our Homeowner Associations are not 
like the one you might have had where 
you last lived
You may be familiar with a homeowner association where you last lived.  It was probably set up by 
homeowners, dues were collected, and you often argued over sometimes trivial issues, or tried to deal with 
major issues like a Developer that choses to abandon the entire housing development.  Life in The Villages 
is much different.  You have primarily two associations to air your grievances and receive information, but 
neither are “rule making” oriented or empowered to take any actions on your behalf.  If you want to get a 
new “law” on the books you have to work through the CDD network, AAC (new Amenity Authority 
Committee(s)), or in most cases find some way to get the Developer to hear/resolve your grievance (not 
easy or straightforward). There are some new covenant and restriction enforcement mechanisms in place, 
including the ability to levy fines.   There’s a phone number where you can report non-compliance issues. 

So, the homeowner associations are the POA (Property Owners Association) and the VHA (Villages 
Homeowners Association).  You will learn the differences over time and each one serves a purpose.  The 
POA has been around since the start of The Villages and has been effective in surfacing and correcting 
some significant issues, but unfortunately has had to rely on primarily adversarial approaches.   The VHA is 
developer endorsed and supported.   Having each association perform different roles isn’t necessarily bad, 
it’s just important that everyone knows the differences between the messages communicated by the POA 
and VHA.

The Villages systems and procedures 
can sometimes be frustrating



As you start getting acquainted with The Villages organizational structure, policies, procedures, IT systems, 
etc. you may form several opinions.  It’s best to think it through a little and understand the lay of the land 
less you become frustrated.  The excellence exhibited by so many aspects of The Villages can become a bit 
tainted if you really think about some of the manual, less that optimally efficient, less sophisticated 
approaches used by The Villages.  One way to think about it is to think of some small family owned 
business you’ve dealt with in that past that started to grow and get big.  This business may have grown so 
fast that they lagged behind in adopting the most modern, progressive, and efficient business practices.  Or, 
they may have deliberately resisted adopting sophisticated approaches because they didn’t want to change 
the small business flavor of their company.  

You will probably become frustrated with a number of things along the way as you interact with The Villages 
organization.  It would be nice if these negative practices, systems, procedures could be improved.  You 
should feel free to suggest improvements (finding the right person to make this suggestion may be a bit 
difficult).  Be patient though when change doesn’t happen overnight.  It could be that enough volunteers for 
change haven’t stepped forward or those professional and well thoughts out proposals for change haven’t 
become apparent yet.  Keep in mind that we are all resistant to change, but try and maintain a positive 
continuous improvement attitude and do your part to offer good solutions to problems.  Don’t let yourself be 
a chronic complainer or in the alternative a “head in the sand” /“stay on the sidelines” individual.  Neither 
approach is helpful.

How can you make suggestions for 
improvements to The Villages?
This one is another tough one.  As individuals, everyone can fill out a “goldenrod” CIC (Community 
Improvement Council) form, either a hard copy at the mail stations or on-line.  The CIC is Developer 
endorsed and has been around almost as long as the POA.  The way it works is volunteers receive and 
organize the forms and pass along the issues to the developer representatives in periodic meetings.  Every 
suggestion gets some form of follow-up, primarily just a personal assurance that the idea has been passed 
along.  There are no guarantees anything will change, especially if there are past precedence decisions or 



Developer policies in play.  Another way to voice issues and opinions is via the annual survey.  You’ve all 
taken surveys before so you know that it is a way to roll up high level opinions.  The way questions are 
asked, and how they’re worded, can bias the results a bit.  Still, everyone needs to take the time to 
participate.  

Beyond these two approaches you can contact the resident reps that are elected to CDD and AAC 
positions, talk to the homeowner association reps, write letters and e-mails, form groups to bring louder 
voices to bear, and find advisory committees already in place that may be influential.  It can be frustrating to 
speak up and get issues addressed, but again, was it easy to be heard where you came from prior to 
coming to The Villages.  You had to try and use whatever government or individual influencer approaches 
were at your disposal.  The same holds true in The Villages.

The Developer, friend of foe?
Remember, these comments are just the writer’s opinion.  But, here goes.  Some are literally amazed at the 
tremendous job the Developer (this term is an umbrella term to refer to the various family members, 
numerous associated companies and relationships, and the staff of The Villages organization) has done in 
creating our community.  We all know the advantages, after all we wouldn’t be here, or coming here, if we 
didn’t embrace all that makes up The Villages.  

There are other individuals that harbor some resentment or distrust for the Developer.  They may be upset 
with what they see as a dictatorial and non-accessible style of managing; don’t like the profits (excessive?) 
being derived by The Developer; feel that some of the ways money is made through bond sales/
conversions, leases, ticket sales, country club management approaches, etc aren’t correct; or could just be 
frustrated that they don’t feel there is a way to be heard when it comes to changes and improvements.  

Maybe both extremes are off base.  We really aren’t living in a perfect society/utopia without problems or 
opportunities for improvement.  And, if people are honest with themselves, they may not really be able to 
identify any other community (in the world) of this type that is any better.  The answer is probably in the 
middle somewhere.  Rejoice in the great things about The Villages, but also find ways to be a part of a 
continuous improvement journey to make it even better.



Newspapers and The Villages media
Some folks coming to The Villages start to resent the local Daily Sun newspaper.  They can’t understand 
why local negative news isn’t reported, or they perceived a political bias towards the ultra-conservative side 
of the spectrum.  The radio station may have great music, but often seems to be a little jaded towards home 
sales or frivolous news.  The TV station can often seem a bit corny.  OK, these “happy” news vehicles are 
definitely biased towards positive “feel good” and developer oriented information and entertainment.  It is 
what it is, don’t fight it, just enjoy what you want to enjoy and make other choices to receive your news and 
entertainment.  The Developer is still in a sales mode and we aren’t at build-out yet, so just understand, it is 
what it is.

Will the Developer walk away once The 
Villages is built out? 
The writer has no inside information here, but you might want to consider a couple of things that may make 
you feel a bit easier about your decision to buy in The Villages.  Our community has just come through the 
worst international, not just national, housing crisis in memory.  Still, The Villages continued to grow in every 
way possible.  Something must be going right, and the attractiveness of our community to others will 
probably continue for some time.  Another plus is the CDD form of government has a long term viewpoint, 
good annual budgeting processes, good government oversight, etc.  We should be able to fund all of the 
necessary maintenance necessary in the years to come.  We all will have to do our part though after the 
Developer’s presence is reduced to not become too frugal with our decision making authority and make 
choices cut back on those attractive qualities of The Villages we all enjoy (for example changing out the 
flowers on the boulevards several times a year).  One last point; even though the Developer may one day 
not make money via the typical home sales mechanisms, they have in place revenue stream tentacles that 
spread through all sorts of commercial properties.  If The Villages loses its appeal and deteriorates, then the 
Developer’s family will suffer.  Corrective actions may be taken to assure this doesn’t happen. 



Amenity fees cover more than golf and 
recreation facilities
If you check it out by going to one of the informational sessions you’ll learn that bond debt servicing/
retirement consumes the largest portion of your monthly fees.  Over time, as the bond debt is retired, the 
money will be available to be distributed via the AAC process.  Go to one of the informational sessions and 
ask about the process.

Why are there maintenance charges on 
the Property Tax Bill?
Your amenity fees don’t cover maintenance of the common areas.  While we live in a normal county/state 
geographical location, the CDD arrangement provides for common area maintenance.  This is another area 
where you might think of your old neighborhood association dues each year versus The Villages CDD 
arrangement.  The annual charges on your tax bill provides for services like the normal ongoing landscaping 
services required, tree trimming, flower planting, etc.  The tax bill is just a convenient way to collect these 
fees.

Why do we have a bond payment in 
additional to our home purchase --- 
should we pay it off?



A lot of people are upset about the bond issue associated with their new home.  They also get confused 
about the bond payoff process and the large development bond process used by the developer to develop a 
CDD district.  What you have to keep in mind is that in our situation the cost to develop your particular 
neighborhood/lot is broken out separately rather than being rolled up inside your lot cost.  In other areas of 
the country where you lived you may never have known what the cost was to develop the infrastructure 
surrounding your particular homesite, it was just part of the purchase price for the lot and/or home.  In other 
areas, if you carried a mortgage on your lot/home, you were simply paying principle and interest over say a 
15 or 30 year time period.  Also, as you know, the mortgage payment was primarily interest early in the 
cycle and principal later on.  Over the life of the loan you actually paid out more money than the purchase 
price, the lender earned the income from the interest charges.  Sorry if this was telling you something you 
already know.

Keep in mind that the bond payment IS NOT part of your property taxes.  Being listed on your bill is just a 
way for the bond payments to be collected.  It also may not be treated for tax deduction purposes the same 
way as property taxes, talk to your tax expert.

Should you pay it off?  Maybe you have paid cash for the home and want to be debt free in retirement.  The 
standard opinion around The Villages is don’t pay it off.  Why not?  Most people feel that if you were to sell 
your home in a few years you wouldn’t be able to recoup the payoff amount because most buyers just seem 
to discount this retired bond value.  You’re selling against other re-sales and new homes, and if you are 
pricing your home above the market (to recoup your pay-off investment) you have to count on the buyer 
giving you full credit for the bond payoff.  The exception to the rule is when you plan to not sell soon, or at 
all, and you want to be debt free.  Also, you may look at the bond interest rate being paid and compare this 
to your retirement savings returns and realize that you would be actually “earning more” on your savings by 
taking some low yielding investment money and swapping it for the higher interest bond loan principle.  For 
example, one way to think about it is you have a 30 year (that’s the term of the bond) loan charging you 5 or 
6 % interest (check your own bond rates), that isn’t tax deductible, and you have cash in conservative 
investments earning something much less that 5 or 6%.  Good financial planning might tell you to take extra 
low yielding savings and pay off the loan.  But, are you certain you won’t be moving soon?



Automobiles and Golf Carts
You may move down with multiple vehicles.  Most people understand that they will need a golf cart, even if 
they don’t golf.  You really can’t appreciate The Villages lifestyle until to take advantage of traveling via cart.  
But, what is the proper vehicle mix?  Obviously this is a matter of personal choice, but in general folks seem 
to only need one car and one, or even two golf carts.  A good car choice is a small economical SUV.  It 
should be noted that a lot of people assume that a standard garage is OK, but many more prefer having the 
additional golf cart garage.  Many who don’t purchase this option with their home later regret that decision.  
Another decision people have to make with golf carts is gas versus electric.  Be careful of your choice of golf 
carts, not all are created equal.  Talk to lots of folks and do a little research.  Cost, reliability, performance, 
range, appearance, etc. are all relevant considerations.  In general electric makes an excellent choice for 
golf and most reasonable distances.  But, if you plan to travel from one end of The Villages to the other with 
golf and night driving included, some electric carts may struggle to make the grade, especially as the 
batteries age.  Gas carts are a little noisy, not as smooth operating, and a little odorous.  To help reach a 
happy medium some people prefer to have one of each.

Cars and Carts, Part II
One more consideration relative to vehicles has to do with respect for you neighbors.  Some folks come 
down with multiple cars, trucks, SUVs, etc and then fail to purchase a home with enough garage space.  
Then, they park the extra vehicles in the driveway and even on the street.  This is also aggravated by those 
with collector cars, extra golf carts, motorcycles, etc.  It’s really best if newcomers would think this through.  
Maybe store collector cars offsite, reduce your dependence on multiple vehicles, or work hard on your home 
choice/lot selection to maximize your garage space (difficult, but sometimes doable).  Motorhomes, trailers, 
and boats are clearly covered in the covenants so off-site storage is a foregone conclusion.

Watch out for injuries!
It seems the story plays out over and over.  People are so excited to retire, live in The Villages, and take 
advantage of all of the things to do; they try to do too much too soon.  Remember, you’re not a kid anymore.  



You may have had a desk job and may need to get in condition.  You can get hurt fairly easily if you’re not 
careful.  Really think hard about a dedication to fitness and gradually increase your endurance and physical 
condition.  You might want to also think a bit about your weight.  There are too many restaurants that seem 
to serve all of the comfort food people enjoy.  OK, changing fitness regimens and diets are hard enough 
under ideal conditions, maybe it feels too much like work to change --- but if you do it’s possible to enjoy a 
long, happy, and active retirement in The Villages.

Making friends – is The Villages 
different than elsewhere?
You bet it’s different.  There are people everywhere, most willing to strike up a conversation.  Some people 
prefer to group up with some neighbors.  Others have friends and family already here or moving here.  You 
can meet people in all sorts of recreational outings.  In some ways you actually need to find ways to 
“manage” the friends overload.  Sometimes people self-limit, they feel they’ve reached their max number of 
friends and want no more.  Some feel there is also a bit of a difference in full time versus seasonal 
residents.  Some feel that the seasonal residents don’t always “engage” because they aren’t yet fully 
committed to The Villages or they have friends and family “tugging” on them remotely.  What’s the lesson 
here?  People that may have had only a small circle of friends and family before may need to learn/re-learn 
some friend making skills.  If they do they will have a much more rewarding experience living here.  It’s a 
shame to see some folks come to The Villages and never leave their house, or maybe only go outside the 
walk the dog and carry out the garbage.

One more thought, since making acquaintances is so easy in The Villages; it is often confusing as to the 
difference in friends and acquaintances.  A question to ask yourself is whether you are looking for a large 
number of acquaintances or a few close friends?  Food for thought so you get started on the right foot.

Barbecue Grills



Why discuss this simple item?  Some folks don’t think this through and may make a mistake.  One mistake 
is putting portable grills inside of a screen enclosure.  Over time the dirty burning propane and greasy 
smoke will coat your screen enclosure.  Another thought has to do with the unattractive appearance of 
outside grills.  Simply putting one in the backyard is an eyesore to neighbors.  Thoughtful patios with 
screen-walls and/or strategically located shrub placement can help.  Summer kitchen projects inside Lanai 
areas are high cost but offer some convenience and possible aesthetic enhancement.  But, keep in mind 
these arrangements can be costly --- done right they must have a substantial exhaust system with a large 
enough hood/fan arrangement to keep the dirty smoke from coating the Lanai walls and ceilings (and 
smoking up your outdoor entertainment area).

Curbing you dog
I bet there isn’t a single issue that causes more hard feelings between neighbors then the issue of walking 
the dog and not properly picking up the associated waste products.  Even when people walk their dogs 
along the roadways, around rec centers, pools, mail stations etc. they should be respectful of others and 
collect their pet’s waste products.  A secondary issue involves taking animals into stores, to the town 
squares, etc.  Some might consider it a great benefit of living in The Villages.  Others may look at it like an 
infringement on their personal space.  Use common sense.  Also, if there is any chance at all that your dog 
might nip at others leave them at home or muzzle them please.

Do we love our restaurants, hate them, 
or simply tolerate them?
This is obviously open to debate and there is no single answer.  There are lots of choices, at least when it 
comes to fast food and mid-range restaurant choices.  Many feel we could use a few high end restaurants?  
One thing that is missing though is a coordinated incentive/measurement system that rewards excellence in 
food quality, service, affordability, etc.  Yes, we can vote with our pocketbooks, but I wonder if we all enjoy 
eating out so much and so often that we tolerate mediocrity?  Maybe we need to get organized and start 
holding all of the establishments to a higher standard?  Note that there are some blogs and review options 



on various websites, but nothing is really coordinated and prestigious enough to have much of an impact on 
the local restaurant operations.  Note that local country club restaurants are commercial establishments 
competing for the same dining dollars as the national restaurant chains.

We need better signage and lane 
markings for our roundabouts
For whatever reason The Village continues to take the stance of encouraging people to read a brochure on 
how to drive through the roundabouts.  This ignores visitors and others who haven’t read the brochures and 
may be driving through our roundabouts for the first time.  There’s plenty of help from other communities, 
Europe, etc. as to how to properly mark traffic lanes PRIOR to entering the roundabouts.  Also larger more 
explanatory signage well ahead of the point where a lane change can be safety executed needs to be in 
place.  The easiest way to think about these traffic circles is to just think of a normal intersection on a four 
lane road.  Would you come up to the intersection in the right lane if you planned to turn left?  No, you would 
get in the left lane first before reaching the intersection.  Would you ever come up to an intersection on a 
four lane road in the left lane and then turn right?  No again.  Just think of this in advance of a roundabout 
and use your turn signals to communicate your intent.  Also, be aware that when a car is actually entering 
the roundabout that any vehicle anywhere in the circle has the right-a-way.  You must yield to whatever 
traffic pattern they are executing.

Who has the right-of-way, golf carts or 
cars?
Golf carts and cars have to co-exist in The Villages.  While it’s easy to say that cars always have the right-
of-way that’s like saying the same relative to bicycles, pedestrians, motor scooters, etc.  The reality is that 
we have to deal with mixed traffic in special cases, especially at intersections.  Take for example the 
situation where our golf cart lanes are stripped off on the side of the main thoroughfares throughout The 



Villages.  The lanes specifically funnel the golf cart traffic out into the main lane of the street with the 
licensed vehicular traffic ahead of intersections.  This doesn’t mean that cars should “push aside” the golf 
carts or force them to stop abruptly.  If the golf cart has used the turn signals and/or hand signals, and they 
are merging well in advance of the approaching car traffic, then cars must slow down and let the carts enter.  
Where cars clearly have the right-of-way where they are in motion at golf cart crossings, cars shouldn’t stop 
and be courteous to golf cart drivers.  The inconsistency causes confusion and accidents.  Cars should 
continue on a normal rate of speed and golf carts need to wait until the street is clear before crossing.  Be 
courteous, respectful, and drive safely, whether you’re in the car or the cart.

Are you sure The Villages is for you?
Make sure before you buy that your decision is well thought out.  You might want to consider renting for an 
extended period of time and/or visiting several times before buying.  

Here are a few comments that might end up in the negative column next to your already long list of 
positives.  Please don’t take offense at some of these comments; they might be a bit controversial:

• Are you sure you’re really ready to leave the grandkids?  Some folks turn around and go home after 
coming here.

• The Villages is just TOO MUCH, people get overwhelmed with all there is to do
• It’s too crowded
• There’s so many people here during the peak season that you can’t even get a tee time
• You can get a lot more home for your money elsewhere
• The high density home arrangement doesn’t allow for privacy
• It’s too cold in the winter and too hot in the summer
• I’d rather be close to the water, or the mountains, or …?
• There are too many rude people (this comment is more prevalent during the peak season)
• There’s not enough snob appeal (not really stated this way; the point is that some folks would rather 

have a high price-of-admission (country club initiation fees, expensive golf, meals, monthly dues, etc)
• The covenants and restrictions are too tight – or too loose
• I’m scared of what will happen when The Villages is built out



• Resent the Developer (too successful, individual can’t have a say in how things are run, too 
dictatorial, etc)

• Don’t like Country Clubs not really operating like a Country Club (just a golf course operation and a 
restaurant operated as a business and not as a social organization of benefit for the residents/
members)

• Don’t play golf
• Can’t seem to develop a few deep friendships because there is too much emphasis on many casual 

acquaintances
• All of the “play” activities are too superficial - would rather live where there’s more culture, better 

shopping, better restaurants, or more intellectually challenging opportunities
• There’s not enough diversity
• I want to live where people of all ages live, not just an area with OLD people
• I want to continue working in retirement and the only jobs available are minimum wage
• Something has got to be wrong with this place, nothing can be this perfect!!

---

We hope you enjoyed this free guide on questions to ask and think about before moving to The 
Villages. 

If youʼd like even more in-depth information to help you decide if The Villages is right for you, order a 
copy of Complete Guide to The Villages and subscribe to The Villages Monthly.

You can do so by visiting http://www.TheVillagesFloridaBook.com

http://www.TheVillagesFloridaBook.com
http://www.TheVillagesFloridaBook.com

